(FRM) is a liaison between faculty and students who encourages the intellectual stimulation and academic success of students living in the building. The Faculty Resident Mentor lives in an apartment in the Hart Global Living and Learning Center (HGLLC) and works closely with the residential staff in developing the academic community and meeting the needs of students.

**Responsibilities:**

1. **Program development**
   - **Consult with the Faculty Director to develop* four IST-approved programs each semester.** FRMs may take on a coordination responsibility for the programs that take place on their floor or another venue during the Global Awareness Conference in place of two of the required IST-approved programs in the fall semester. The programs offered by the FRM should include one or more discussion sessions and be spread throughout the semester.
   - Attend at least three programs in the building a semester.
   - With the GRM on your floor, develop one community service project each semester. Consult the Office of Volunteer Services for assistance.

2. **Interaction with students to enhance personal growth**
   - Eat at least once a week with floor residents and Graduate Resident Mentor in the dining hall
   - Eat regularly with students in the dining hall
   - Post on board outside apartment ten hours per week of availability to students for the provision of informal academic counseling and for referral to other campus resources
   - Attend the first floor meeting each semester and others where appropriate
   - Promote the concept of pluralism in the building so that students of all backgrounds and life experiences will feel welcome
   - Actively participate in the development of the community living agreement for the floor

3. **Staff Participation**
   - Work collaboratively with the Graduate Resident Mentors and other Faculty Resident Mentors Staff
   - Assist the Faculty Director as needed
   - May be a representative for FRMs on the HGLLC Policy Council or Advisory Board

4. **Training and evaluation**
   - Mandatory training session at the beginning of each semester
   - Assist with evaluating the HGLCC Program and the role of FRMs
   - Attend FRM training programs as required

**Qualifications:** All faculty and professional staff members that have significant academic interaction with students are eligible. Individuals with a strong commitment to students, diversity, extending global awareness, and academic excellence are encouraged to apply.

**Compensation:** All FRMs receive a one-bedroom apartment in the HGLCC and a full meal plan during the academic year. Faculties who are reappointed as FRMs may stay in the apartment during the summer at no charge.

**Term:** All positions are for one year with a probable second year renewable. After the first two years, FRMs may re-apply for continuation. Those who choose to re-apply will be processed along with new applicants.
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